
M ore than 5,300 minerals locations exist in Saudi 
Arabia, according to Professor Abdulaziz bin 
Labon, who chairs the Saudi Geologists Cooperative 

Association and oversaw a roundtable, as part of the country’s 
defining ‘Future Minerals Forum’.

These 5,000-plus locations host a wide range of both 
metallic and non-metallic rocks within the 630,000km2 of the 
country’s Arabian Shield. In turn, they feature gold, copper, 
iron, phosphates, aluminium and radioactive substances. The 
bottom line, as was pointed out at the forum, is that Saudi 
Arabia hopes to increase miningʼs contribution to GDP from 
US$17bln to US$64bln by 2030.

Herbert Smith Freehills (HSF) are legal advisers to the 
Saudi Ministry of Industry and Mineral Resources on all 
regulations and guidelines supporting the New Mining 
Investment Law (New Law), which came into effect in January 
2021 as part of Vision 2030. 

Peter Leon, Johannesburg Partner at HSF and its Africa 
Chair, who attended and spoke at the forum, led his team in 

The third pillar?
Can minerals follow oil and petrochemicals 
as the third pillar of Saudi Arabia’s economy? 
The path is not without its challenges. 
Michael Schwartz reports.

three phases, namely advising on international best practice 
in the mining sector; drafting the full suite of regulations to 
supplement the New Law; and preparing the different sets 
of guidelines complementing the regulations. Within this 
framework, a national geological database and online mining 
cadastre has been established. 

Mining developer Gold and Minerals Co Ltd (G&M) also 
attended the ‘Future Minerals Forum’ and made a presentation 
on its Hawiah Project, located in the south west of the Arabian 
Shield. CEO Brian Hosking FIMMM summarised, “[The 
event] was very well run and brought a great deal of positive 
attention to the Saudi mining sector. The conference was well 
attended by officials from governments and local investors. 
However, it still has some way to go to compete with the likes 
of Mines and Money, Indaba or the Prospectors & Developers 
Association of Canada. My personal belief is that the junior 
mining sector needs to be better represented if it is to succeed 
in the longer term. This will attract the financiers, equipment 
suppliers and corporate investors needed to really turn this 
into a major mining event.”

Hosking also noted a real change in the Saudi Arabian 
Government’s attitude and approach to the sector. It has 
introduced new personnel into the Ministry’s management 
structure who have brought with them a more collaborative 
approach to working with the private sector. He hopes this 
will be sustained and translated into real delivery.
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Exploration at the 
Jibal Qutman site 
in Saudi Arabia
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 The future for Saudi 
Arabian mining lies partly in 
its diversity. At present, the 

primary mining activities 
include the extraction of 

phosphate, gold and bauxite. 
However, the Kingdom 

is rich in other minerals, 
including copper, lithium, 

cobalt and rare earths.”
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Right: A trench at 
the Hawiah Project 
in Saudi Arabia
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Area of concern
Brian Hosking FIMMM, CEO at Gold and Minerals 
Co Ltd, comments on illegal mining in Saudi Arabia, 
“A topic which is close to my heart is illegal mining 
and associated environmental damage. This is a topic 
which is seldom discussed in Saudi Arabia, but in our 
experience it is endemic within the Arabian Shield 
area. We are all aware that desert ecologies are delicate 
and can take decades if not centuries to recover from 
damage. We have seen areas of illegal mining  
first-hand and the methods being used do much more 
damage to the desert ecosystem than any large-scale 
mining operation ever will. 

“By its nature, this illegal mining is unregulated 
with no focus on rehabilitation and the damage 
being caused is extensive and has already destroyed 
vast areas of pristine desert habitat. I am frankly 
not sure how we solve this but something needs to 
be done. The reason I am raising it in this note is 
that it seems to me that a good departure point is to 
publicise this as an area of concern.”

position the Kingdom to extract significant revenue from metals 
needed for the transition to more efficient and environmentally 
friendly technologies. The Kingdom is now running a number 
of bidding rounds for exploration rights.” This presents a 
tremendous economic opportunity as there are over US$1.3trln 
worth of minerals to be exploited for use in new technologies.

The future for Saudi Arabian mining lies partly in its 
diversity. At present, the primary mining activities include 
the extraction of phosphate, gold and bauxite. However, the 
Kingdom is rich in other minerals, including copper, lithium, 
cobalt and rare earths. 

Two major deposits
Exploration and development company G&M has discovered 
two major deposits in Saudi Arabia.

Crucially, its Hawiah Project is a 25Mt volcanogenic massive 
sulphide (VMS) discovery that it hopes to transform into a 
2Mt/y open-pit and underground mine. Hosking explains, 
“We have recently been awarded two nearby licences (the Al 
Godeyer Licences) which host another known VMS structure, 
so we are rapidly advancing exploration here as any resources 
would directly support the Hawiah Project. 

“Our other project is the Jibal Qutman (JQ) project, which 
was discovered in 2012 and has a known gold resource of 
733,000oz. G&M, through its Saudi shareholder, submitted 
a mining licence application for a 1Mt/y gold mine in late 
2016 and our belief is that this mining licence will eventually 
be awarded. The JQ project lies in the heart of the Nabitah 
Tathlith belt, which further north hosts two of the parastatal 
Ma’aden’s major multimillion-ounce mines.” 

He continues, “We have also lodged applications for four 
additional areas surrounding the JQ project, and while we aim 
to develop our mine, we will also seek to further expand the 
resource base well beyond the current level. We hope soon to 
have the way clearer on the mining licence application and, 
once this is done, we will also move this project through to 
development. For us, these are exciting times.”

Laying down the law
Consequent to the actions already taken to implement the 
legal programme, Leon tells Materials World that, “The initial 
response to the new mineral law regime has been very positive. 
The Ministry reported that the Kingdomʼs mining sector in 
2021 achieved its highest revenues on record, with revenues 
exceeding US$192mln in the first ten months of 2021, during 
which 690 mining licences were issued”.

He reiterated the importance of Vision 2030, namely the 
establishment of Saudi Arabia as a central mining hub in the 
Middle East and Asia as a whole. “The aim of Vision 2030 is to 
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At a crossroads
There are three major arterial tar roads passing within 15-30km 
of the Hawiah Project site. One of these is a double highway 
and another is currently being upgraded to a dual carriageway. 
These roads all link into the major arterial road network, and 
G&M plans to transport its mineral concentrate via this road 
network, but there are challenges.

Hosking explains, “We have a particular commitment to 
ensure the safety of our employees not only within our licence 
areas but also when they are on the roads. People may not be 
aware but Saudi Arabia does not have a particularly good track 
record in road safety and is an area of special concern for us. 

“We also have a strong commitment to environmental 
sustainability and on our exploration sites we make every effort 
to minimise our footprint and environmental impact. For 
example, we have significantly reduced the number of single-use 
plastics within our operation, and we recycle as much as possible. 

“Community issues are also important, and we are working with 
the local Police and IMARA (the local government municipality) 
council to support them. We have an active programme of 
recruiting both men and women from the local community. 
Currently, 40% of the company employees are Saudi nationals, the 
majority of whom have been recruited from the local community.”

Strict quotas
In 2011, Saudi Arabia introduced a Saudisation programme 
referred to as the Nitaqat programme. This sets strict quotas 
for local recruitment and unless these quotas are met the 
company involved cannot apply for any new work visas or 
employ any additional expatriate workers. Within the mining 
sector, the current Nitaqat requirement is that a minimum of 
40% of employees must be Saudi nationals.

This system seems to pay little attention to the size of the 
company or whether the skills are available locally. 

Explore and exploit
G&M seeks to explore and exploit gold, copper and other 
precious or base metals. However, Saudi Arabia currently 
has no precious metal refinery and neither does it operate 
any base metal smelters. Until such time as these smelters 
or refineries exist, the company will have no option but to 
export its products. 

The Hawiah project will produce copper and zinc 
concentrate for export, and gold and silver dore that will 
probably be sent abroad to an internationally recognised 
refinery. At this moment, projects are all at the Preliminary 
Financial Stage and any discussion about markets has purely 
been conceptual. The challenge for G&M is that regulations 
frequently change, and it is often difficult to keep pace with 
the new regulations.

Finally, there is the question of water supply. Hosking 
explains, “Access to water is an important consideration and we 
work closely with the Saudi National Water authority to secure 
our water supplies. At our Hawiah project, we are currently 
conducting groundwater investigations to ascertain whether or 
not our water requirements can be met locally. Potable water 
is, however, more generally a problem in Saudi Arabia and this 
water is brought in from nearby towns.

Level playing field
Looking ahead, Hosking fears the country’s mining sector 
will struggle unless issues around licences are resolved, “Saudi 
Arabia is definitely one of the new mining frontiers,” he says. 
“For years it has been the exclusive territory of the state-owned 
Ma’aden, who are still viewed as the state mining company 
and in my opinion given preferential treatment. This was 
openly mentioned at the Future Mining Forum as, for example, 
Ma’aden currently holds in the region of 600 exploration 
licences. Most of these licences cover the highly prospective 
Nabitah orogenic belt in the centre of the Saudi portion of the 
Arabian Nubian Shield.

“G&M in contrast has been operating in the country since 
2009 and in this time only managed to secure seven exploration 
licences. Until the playing field is levelled, and licences are 
routinely awarded to other companies, the Saudi Arabian 
mining sector will struggle to emerge.” 

There are more than 
5,300 minerals locations 

in Saudi Arabia.

The locations host metallic and  
non-metallic rocks across the 

630,000km2 Arabian Shield.

The Kingdom hopes to increase miningʼs 
contribution to GDP from  

US$17bln to US$64bln by 2030.

Left: The Hawiah Project 
ridgeline in Saudi Arabia
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